
8b.
Procedural Control of Reasoning



Outline

• Need for procedural control
– How to represent knowledge to allow control of reasoning?

• Examples of procedural control
– We will consider the simple case of backward chainingp g

• Conjunct ordering
• The cut operator
• Negation as failure 

– Closed world reasoning

• The planner language



Battleship(x)  Gray (x)p( ) y ( )







This example illustrates that reasoning control is not so different than 
looking for efficient algorithms for computational tasks





Ordering Goals is not Enoughg g



Cut as an If-then-else control structure

Consider defining exponentiation an

- We could do n-1 multiplicationsWe could do n 1 multiplications
- Or, log2(n) multiplications if we work with a2



Specifying Control in a Queryp y g y

• Sometimes we know which steps in a proof might be helpful. 
Consider:

Cousin(x,y) <=  (x ≠ y) /\ ¬Sibling(x,y) /\ GParent(z,x) /\ GParent(z,y)

Suppose, we want to show that Jane is an American cousin of Billy, ie, we want to prove

cousin (jane, billy), american (jane)

-> Henry is a grandparent of both, but Jane is not American
-> Elizabeth is a second grandparent of both, and backtracking will test american(jane) again

We can control this behavior by saying 

cousin (jane, billy), ! , american (jane)



Control could be either in KB or the Queryy

• Consider the definition
Member(x,l) <= FirstElement(x,l)
Member(x,l) <= RemainingElements(l,l') /\ Member(x, l')

• Suppose, we want to prove that an object is an element of a list, and has a 
property Q, ie,property Q, ie, 

Member (a, c) /\ Q(a)

• If Member(a.c) were to succeed but Q(a) fails, it does not make sense to 
see if a occurs later in the list. We can control this by saying

M b ( ) ! Q( )Member (a, c), !, Q(a)
• If we knew, that we only care for membership check, the same control could 

be specified in the KB:
Member(x,l) <= FirstElement(x,l), !.
Member(x,l) <= RemainingElements(l,l') /\ Member(x, l')

• Allows us to ask queries without control information
member(george, Friends), rich(george)



Negation As Failureg

• While proving a goal G, we can encounter two situations
– Derive an explicit proof for ¬G

• Given male (John), male(x) ¬ Female(x), we can prove that 
¬female(John)( )

– Fail to prove G
• ie, we run out of options in trying to show that G is true

Given only male(John) we cannot show ¬ female(John)– Given only male(John), we cannot show ¬ female(John)
• we assume that G must be false: negation as failure

not(G) :- G, !, fail.                   (fail if G succeeds)
not(G)                                     (otherwise succeed)



Negation As Failure (NAF)g ( )

• Works only when failure is finite
– If the proof results in an infinite search space, or does not 

terminate, we cannot use this approach
– Some systems assume failure after a certain timeout period

• Especially useful in situations 
– when the KB can be assumed to be complete for a specific 

predicate
noChildren (x) :- not(parent (x,y)).

Some systems will let a user mark certain predicates complete.
-- We have a complete method of computing something

composite(N) :- N>1, not (primeNumber (N)).



Open-World Assumptionp p

Classical Negation gives open world semantics



Closed-World Assumptionp

Use of NAF gives us closed world semantics
There are usually more negative facts than positive facts. A flight 
database would contain facts such as:

– DirectConnect(cIeveIand, toronto)
– DirectConnect(toronto, northBay)
– DirectConnect(cleveland, phoenix)

– But, not facts such as:
¬DirectConnect(northBay phoenix)¬DirectConnect(northBay, phoenix)







Recommended Readingg

• Chapter 6 of Brachman & Levesque


